
MEHAR VARSHA 

Besides classroom teaching, co-curricular activities are regularly undertaken to groom the overall 

personality of students. The college has been organizingMEHAR VARSHA, a two-day 

seminar/ work shop/ Conference based on themes like:AtamNirbhar Bharat, Making in 

India, Vision 2021, Digital India – Opportunities and Challenges, NEP. Maher Varsha is a 

two-day seminar, workshop, or conference organized by the college, focusing on themes 

related to various national initiatives and policies. The themes mentioned include: 

• Digital India – Opportunities and Challenges:This theme likely involves discussions on 

the Digital India initiative, exploring the opportunities and challenges associated with the 

widespread adoption of digital technologies. 

The programmwas inaugurated with lighting of lamp and Garlanding the portrait of Gandhiji. 

Welocome and felicitation was of the Guests was done by the Chairman Shri Depainbhai 

Shah. Introductory Speech was read by the Principal Dr. S.P. Rothe and Special Remarks 

were read by Dr. Smita Shingrup, HOD BBA Department. All the dignitaries released the 

College Magazine. The event started in the auspicious presence of chief guest Hon. VC Dr, 

Rajendra Jaipurkar Sir 

 

Digital India – Opportunities and 

Challenges: Inaugural in hands of the 

dignitaries 

Workshop on Android by Mrs. Prushni Jani 

 

http://smtmaherbanu.edu.in/mehar-varsha/img_2789_2/
http://smtmaherbanu.edu.in/mehar-varsha/img_2887_10/


 
Felicitation of merit holder Students and Faculties for their outstanding achievements 

with Cash prize on the hands of dignitaries.  

Fostering a Research Culture 

The felicitation of merit holder students and faculties plays a crucial role in fostering a 

research culture. It recognizes and promotes methodological rigor, disseminates best 

practices, creates networking opportunities, enhances institutional reputation, and inspires 

future researchers to pursue excellence in their scholarly pursuits. 

The actions described, such as recognizing and appreciating the achievements of students and 

faculty members through monetary awards, align with the spirit of fostering a positive 

academic environment and encouraging excellence. To promoting a culture of quality 

enhancement and recognition within the institution emphasize aspects related to student and 

faculty support, encouragement of research and academic achievements, and the overall 

enhancement of the teaching-learning process. The recognition and monetary awards given to 

students like Ms. Sonal Sukede and Ms. Poonam Joshi of amount Rs. 5,000 each, as well as 

faculty members like Mr. Mayur Malviya Of Rs. 5,000 for Ph. D, Ms. Kesar Gagnani Rs. 

2,100 for M.E. Electronics, and Ms. Monica Gaud for M.Phil, can be seen as a positive 

practice in line with the broader goals of quality enhancement in higher education. 

 

Number of Participants -456 

Number of Faculties- 21 



 

 
Release of Magazine “Maher Parwaz - 2019” 

 

 



 
Year’s Biggest Event, the shower of knowledge Maher Varsha 2019 News 

 



• Vision 2021: This could be a reference to a vision or plan for the year 2021, possibly 

related to specific goals or targets set by the college. 

 

The Varsha of Knowledge “Vision-21” under the aegis of Shree Akola Gujrati Samaj in the 

Propitious presence of Dr. Mishra and Dr. M.S. Rajgopalan, Assoc. Professor, Model College, 

Mumbai 

The dedicated and efficient faculties Dr. Yogesh Biyani felicitated for developing an app under 

STARTUP India   and Mr. Vinay Yavalkar felicitated for LLB 

Number of Participants - 362 

Number of faculties- 26 



 

 

 

• AtamNirbhar Bharat: This likely refers to the initiative for a self-reliant India, 

encouraging economic development and reducing dependence on imports. 

 
Year’s Most Awaited Event; Topic Atmanirbhar Bharat 2022 in the auspicious 

presence of Dr. D.T. Ingole, Principal, D.Y. Pote Patil College of Engineering and 

Management, Amravati. 

 



 

 
Felicitation of merit holder Students and Faculties for their outstanding achievements 

with Cash prize on the hands of dignitaries.  

The felicitation of merit holder students and faculties plays a crucial role in fostering a 

research culture. It recognizes and promotes methodological rigor, disseminates best 

practices, creates networking opportunities, enhances institutional reputation, and 

inspires future researchers to pursue excellence in their scholarly pursuits. 

The actions described, such as recognizing and appreciating the achievements of students and 

faculty members through monetary awards, align with the spirit of fostering a positive 

academic environment and encouraging excellence. To promoting a culture of quality 

enhancement and recognition within the institution emphasize aspects related to student and 

faculty support, encouragement of research and academic achievements, and the overall 

enhancement of the teaching-learning process. The recognition and monetary awards given to 

students like Ms. Aishwarya Kawade, Ms. Dakshita Choubey, Ms. Radhika Tikadof amount 



Rs. 5,000 each, as well as faculty Ms. Rakhi J. Malhi was felicitated withRs. 5,000, shawl 

and shreefal for Ph. D. 

 

Number of Participants- 488 

Number of Faculties- 24  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• NEP (National Education Policy) this indicates a focus on the National Education Policy 

it relates to curriculum planning, teaching, learning, and evaluation processes. 

 

 



 
Welcoming and felicitation of Dr. Tushar Deshmukh, Registrar, SGBAU, Amravati 

University: the chief Guest of the Event 

 

 
Welcoming and felicitation  of Hon Dinesh Nichit sir, Dean, Faculty of Commerce, 

SGBAU, Amravati University: the Chief Guest of the Event 



 
Welcoming and felicitation of Dr. Sanjay Khadaka, Coordinator, YCMOU the Key 

Note Speaker of the Event 

 

 

 
Welcome and felicitation of Hon. Dr. Devendra Gawande, Principal, Smt. Salunka Bai 

Raut Arts and Commerce College, Wanoja 



The felicitation of merit holder students and faculties plays a crucial role in fostering a 

research culture. It recognizes and promotes methodological rigor, disseminates best 

practices, creates networking opportunities, enhances institutional reputation, and inspires 

future researchers to pursue excellence in their scholarly pursuits. 

 

Number of students participated- 537 

Number of Faculties- 29 

 

• The college's initiative in organizing events like Maher Varsha focuses on creating a 

conducive environment for promoting quality research, fostering critical thinking, and 

encouraging student participation in various academic activities. These results in - 

• Enhancing Overall Development: By organizing events like Maher Varsha, the college is 

actively contributing to students' overall development. Exposure to national initiatives and 

themes promotes a holistic understanding of societal issues beyond the academic curriculum. 

1. Providing Insights into National Initiatives: The events serve as a platform for students to 

gain insights into current national initiatives, fostering a sense of awareness and 

responsibility among them. 

2. Fostering Critical Thinking: Through seminars, workshops, and conferences, students are 

likely to engage in critical discussions and analyses of the themes presented. This aligns with 

the goal of promoting critical thinking skills among students. 

3. Encouraging Research Methodology: The mention of students getting a chance to present 

on topics indicates an emphasis on research methodology. It encourages students to engage in 

research-oriented activities, promoting a research culture within the institution. 

4. Enhancing Entrepreneurship Skills: The events also contribute to the enhancement of 

entrepreneurship skills. Exposure to themes like "Making in India" and discussions on 

opportunities and challenges in the digital domain can inspire students to explore 

entrepreneurial ventures and innovative ideas. 

5. Nurturing Young Talents and Visionary Personalities: The acknowledgment of Maher 

Varsha as the biggest event of the year suggests that it plays a significant role in nurturing 

young talents and developing visionary personalities among the students 

 

b. National Conference on “Making New India”: 20th Jan. 2018: 

“Blessed is our country with the legacy of great culture and heritage. Pride we get in                      

preserving our ancient culture...We have to move ahead to remove the hurdles of 

unemployment, poverty and concentrate on development. Let us club our minds to recast 

our path and find out new solutions for overall progress and development of our 

country”. 



With this core motive, a one day interdisciplinary National Conference “Making New 

India” was organized on Saturday 20th January 2018 in our institution run under the 

aegis of Akola Gujarati Samaj. 

This interdisciplinary conference centralized on finding out new avenues and means of 

building “New India” by the intelligentsia, educationists and academicians of the country. 

Papers were invited from the researchers all over the country based on various topics 

such as taxation reforms; demonetization, Jan-DhanYojana, Skill Based Education and 

others.The conference was sponsored by SGBAU. 

The conference was inaugurated by garlanding the idol of SarswatiMata, followed by 

lighting of the lamp and garlanding of the portrait of Mahatma Gandhiji. 

The atmosphere was filled with the verbs of music of VidhyapeethGeet. 

The Inaugural Session was presided over by a group of elite personnel comprising of 

State Minister, Govt. of Maharashtra Hon. Shri RanjeetPatil, Hon. Dr. Rajesh Jaipurkar, 

Pro-Vice Chancellor of AmaravatiUniversity, Executive Body members of Akola 

Gujarati Samaj Hon. RavibhaiPatel, Hon. KanubhaiSayani, Hon. DipenbhaiShah , CEO 

of our college Hon. Dr. S.C. Bhandari, Principal Dr. S P. Rothe and Vice Principal Dr. 

SmitaShingrup, media personnel,deligates and students. 

After the inaugural session, the first technical session began having Dr. Sukhadeve as the 

chair person, followed by second technical session having Vora sir as the chair person. 

The lunch break was a great opportunity for social interaction and networking among 

participants. 

The third technical session commenced after the break having Prof. DikshaKriplani as a 

chair person. 

The schedule of the conference was quite packed with an extensive programme covering 

three technical sessions and also poster presentation. 

The Valedictory Session was attended by dignified dignitaries Hon. Dr.J.D.Wadte, 

Exam.Controller, SGBAU. 

The delegates were awarded with three best paper presentation and three best poster 

presentation prizes. 

At a glance, this interdisciplinary conference witnessed- 

1. More than 450 registrations. 

2. 25 posters presentations. 

3. Contribution of 80 research papers. 

4. 14 selected paper presentations. 

To sum up this conference opened new avenues and dimensions for mounding a new and better 

India. 



 

Release of Souvenir  inMaher Varsha; National Conference on “Making New India”. 



 
National Conference in News Paper edition 

 



 

 

 

Students from Students of instution taking active participation in the Conference 

 



 

 

Release of Magazine “Maher Parwaz” 

 

 


